Abstract-The return stroke velocity is an important factor for evaluation of lightning electromagnetic fields. Measurements showed that the return stroke velocity is varied at different heights along lightning channel while it is usually entered into field calculations with a constant value in previous studies. This paper presents the analytical electromagnetic fields expressions due to vertical lightning channel where velocity profile along channel is considered. The proposed fields expressions can be used to estimate electromagnetic fields directly in the time domain (without needing to apply any extra conversion to Frequency domain) whereas they are based on Heidler current function and can support widely used engineering current models. Likewise, the proposed field expressions are applied on a typical measured profile of velocity and also a function of velocity profile and the evaluated fields are compared to the corresponding simulated fields based on constant value of velocity and the results are discussed accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION
Several studies have been done to measure return stroke front velocity along lightning channel while they showed a variable behavior for velocity at different heights [1] [2] [3] . On the other hand, the electromagnetic fields associated with lightning channel are depending on the return stroke velocity along channel when it is assumed as a constant value equal to average of velocities along channel in widely used calculation methods [4-6] and it can create an inherent error in the field calculations. In this study, after considering on the behavior of measured velocities at different channel heights, the analytical field expressions are proposed to evaluate electromagnetic fields (EMF) due to lightning channel at an observation point whereas the variation of velocity is considered in the EMF calculations. Therefore, in order to simulate the fields, the channel base current function is set on the sum of two Heidler functions [7] and the modified transmission line with exponential decay with height (MTLE) [8] is selected as a current model. The basic assumptions in this study are listed as follows; I-The lightning channel is assumed to be vertical channel without any branches. 2-The ground conductivity is assumed to be perfect.
II. RETURN STROKE CURRENT
Return stroke currents can be considered into two sections i.e. channel base and different heights along lightning channel whereas they can be simulated by the channel base functions and the current models, respectively. In this study, the Heidler current function is used as a basic assumption in the proposed field expressions that is expressed by equation (1) 
Where:
io is amplitude of channel base current, T1 is front time constants, Tz is decay-time constants, n is exponent (2� 1 0),
Furthermore, the sum of two Heidler functions is used in previous studies to simulate channel base current as presented by equation (2) [7] . In this study, equation (2) is used for simulation of channel base current however the field expressions will be derived based on Heidler function and the total EMF will be estimated based on superposition of EMF due to two separate Heidler functions.
iO l a n d ioz are amplitudes of channel base current, T l1 and T12 are front time constants, T Zl and T ZZ are decay-time constants, nl a nd nz are exponent (2� 10).
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Therefore, the typical current parameters based on equation (2) are listed in Table 1 as follow; Figure 1 illustrates the simulated channel base current based on initial parameters from Table I . Time(�IS) Figure 1 . The channel base current based on initial parameters from Table I   20 On the other hand, the behavior of return stroke current at different heights along lightning channel is expressed by the general form of engineering current models [12-13] which can be defined by equation (3) however the M,\LE current model is used in this study where P(z ') = exp[;�f-� ) [5, 14] ,Ie IS as Ie a decay constant with typical value beyond 1 to 2km and
z' is temporary charge height along channel; v is return stroke current velocity along channel;
Vf is return stroke current velocity along channel;
i(O, t) is channel base current.
III. RETURN STROKE VELOCITY
Several studies have been done to measure return stroke velocity along lightning channel whereas they showed the velocity along lightning channel is as a height dependent variable [1] [2] [3] . On the other hand, the measured return stroke velocities at first few meters heights along channel illustrate that the value of return stroke velocity is beyond c/3 to 2c/3 where c is speed of light in free space [1] . Moreover, the return stroke velocity is usually entered into field calculation by a constant value equal to average of velocities along channel [I] while this assumption will apply an error on the field calculations due to variation of velocities along channel. Figure 2 . The behavior of return stroke versus height changes based on Wang measurement 11-21 Figure 2 shows the measured return stroke velocity that is recorded by Wang at the first 400m of a return stroke channel [1] [2] . It illustrates that the velocity is varied versus height changes along lightning channel. In this work, Figure 2 is used for considering on the electromagnetic fields due to a typical lightning channel with variable values of velocities.
IV.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS EXPRESSIONS IN THE TIME DOMAIN
The electromagnetic fields expressions due to vertical lightning channel with variable values of velocity along channel at an observation on the ground surface are proposed by equations (4) to (7) based on dipole method and trapezoid integral method [15] where the geometry of problem is shown in Figure 3 . The proposed field expressions can support Heidler function (equation 1) and every current models based on equation (3) can be applied on them.
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Where:
Sn is the number of L'.h along channel (0, I, .. ), V m is return stroke velocity at different heights (m=1,2,oo.),
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The magnetic flux densities due to lightning channel with constant and variable values of velocities at an observation point on the ground surface with 9km distance with respect to lightning channel are demonstrated in Figure 4 whereas the current parameters are obtained from TABLE I (based on equation 2) and the velocity profile is based on Figure 2 . It should be mentioned, the MTLE model as a current model while Ie is set on the 1500.
-variable values of velocities 1.6 1----t-/7 ::5��� ::::_ --V=1*108 m1S Figure 4 shows that the front time of the simulated magnetic flux density based on lightning channel with variable values of velocity is less than other cases obtained from constant values of velocity. On the other hand, the variation of velocity along lightning channel has affected on the magnetic flux density wave shape after peak. Furthermore, it illustrates that the peak of magnetic flux density has a direct relationship with increasing of velocity when it is set at constant values. Likewise, Figure 6 illustrates the comparison between vertical electric fields due to constant and variable values of velocity along channel with similar conditions that is expressed for magnetic flux density. It shows that the time front of vertical electric field obtained from variable velocity condition is lower than other simulated fields based on constant value of velocity. Also, the wave shape of vertical electric field due to variable velocity channel has variations after peak due to velocity changes along channel while other simulated fields demonstrate smooth wave shapes in this area. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows that the peak of vertical electric field has a direct relationship with increasing of return stroke velocity when it is set with a constant value in the calculations.
On the other hand, the proposed field expressions are applied on a typical function of velocity profile from reference [15] whereas the velocity function is given by equation (8). Table II and the velocity profile is illustrated in Figure 7 [15]. 0.5f---+-------+---+----+----j Figure 7 demonstrates, the velocity has an increasing trend at first few meters of height along lightning channel .Therefore, after passing a peak the trend is changed to reducing trend at higher heights. Based on Figure 7 , the average of velocity at first 400m heights is about 2.1038 x 10 8 mls that is in good agreement with expressed range by Rakov [I] . Figures.8 and 9 show the comparison between magnetic flux densities and vertical electric fields at an observation point with similar geometrical condition that is used for Figure  4 , respectively while the corresponding fields for constant and variable velocities cases are compared together. It should be mentioned that the velocity profile is obtained from Figure 7 . Figures 8 and 9 also confirm the variable values of velocities can be effective on the peak of fields and the rise time of fields. The proposed field expressions can support different behaviors of velocities along lightning channel directly in the time domain without needing to apply any extra conversion. Also, they can cover different current models which are based on the general form of engineering current models. It addition, the proposed field expressions can consider on the case of constant velocity along lightning channel by setting a constant value of velocity at different heights in the field calculations.
V. CONCLUSION
After considering on the behavior of return stroke velocity along lightning channel based on previous experimental research, the analytical electromagnetic fields expressions have been proposed to estimate electromagnetic fields due to lightning channel directly in the time domain whereas they consider on the return stroke velocity as a height dependent variable. Therefore, the simulated fields based on constant and variable values of velocities are compared and the results were discussed where a typical channel base current, a measured profile of velocity and a velocity function are used.
